$1M worth of UNRESERVED Insurance Claim Goods Starting at $1.
Over 2000 lots of brand-new lounges, smartphones, an entire surf shop, automotive equipment and
carpet are going under the hammer over the next week on the Gold Coast.
Multiple major retailer insurance claims have inundated Lloyds Auctions with brand-new products
which could be snapped up for a fraction of retail.
In a series of multiple UNRESERVED auctions consisting of over 2000 lots all items will start at just $1
meaning the products could sell for any price to the highest bidder.
“We have over 170 brand new lounges straight from the retail floor, we have a big brand surfing and
SUP store, smartphones, accessories and much more!” said Mr. Lee Hames, Chief Operations Officer
for Lloyds Auctions.
Some of the big brands on offer include Apple, Samsung, Garmin, Beats, Fanatic and Hover.
“We have had many people come through and inspect these items ready to bid and get a bargain,
people could save anywhere up to 70% off the retail price,” Mr. Hames continued.
“We encourage people to come down and see for themselves just how much big brand stock we
have and the superb condition the products are in,” he continued.
The upcoming sales will provide a great opportunity for people wanting to pick up fantastic
discounts on brand new and big brand products.
Lloyds Auctions will be holding back-to-back auctions until all stock is cleared beginning this
weekend with Apple & Samsung smartphones and electronics, automotive equipment and carpet.
“We expect all of the stock to sell, there will not be a second chance,” Mr. Hames stated.
“These insurance claims have all been claimed for different reasons whether it was subject to the
elements or if it was simply carton damage, minor imperfections, flood or smoke damage”
Some auctions are now open for bidding online and more sales will be added to the Lloyds Auctions
website, so check the website regularly for details. The first auction finishes this Saturday 20th of
July and Lloyds are open 7 days for inspections.
For bidding and further details visit www.lloydsauctions.com.au
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